
HD video conferencing, screen  •	
 sharing and instant messaging  
 in one virtual meeting room

Supports conferences with up to  •	
 200 participants

Easily integrates with existing  •	
 infrastructure

Feature-rich host capabilities  •	
 for managing participants and  
 presenters

Participants can join from the  •	
 device of their choice using Bria  
 or a web browser

Highly secure, encrypted  •	
 communications

Key Features

Looking for a Virtual Meeting Solution? Look no further!
CounterPath’s Stretto Collaboration seamlessly integrates a virtual meeting room with 
secure HD audio and video conferencing, messaging, and screen sharing for up to 200 
participants within the Bria softphone experience. It extends your telephony system 
capabilities without significant changes to communications environments, even when 
using a PBX that does not support video or messaging, because these services are hosted 
by CounterPath. Stretto Collaboration builds upon CounterPath’s 15+ years of softphone 
experience and can be added to Bria Enterprise and custom Bria solutions.

Increase Productivity in the Workplace
The need for real-time collaboration increases significantly as teams grow and companies 
adopt more remote/home-based work initiatives. Stretto Collaboration allows interaction 
through multiple channels. For instance, a host can escalate an IM conversation to a full 
video conference with a simple click, or share a document on their screen while presenting 
it live via video conference, giving attendees virtually the same feeling they would have as 
being in the same room. Participants can ask questions in real-time, and receive answers, 
collaborating properly to make business decisions faster and complete projects on time.

Provides collaboration tools that  •	
 can be used over any network, with  
 any device and from any location

Future-proof UC investment that  •	
	 requires	no	significant	changes	to	 
 existing infrastructure

Enables a diverse workforce to  •	
	 effectively	and	efficiently	 
	 collaborate,	with	the	flexibility	 
 to choose a variety of UC features  
 to suit their communications  
 preferences

Key Benefits

Save Money by Traveling Less & Working More
Think of how much time and money is wasted when team members are forced to travel for 
work. With Stretto Collaboration, employees can work together and engage customers from 
any location using HD video, chat and screen sharing, all but eliminating the need for travel. 
Less travel means more money saved, and less downtime when travelling means higher 
levels of productivity.
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Features

Start a collaboration session quickly and easily, 
or add it to an Outlook calendar invite, without 
entering pin codes, conference IDs, or passwords.

Start or Schedule with a Simple Click
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View and manage participant capabilities such 
as assign video, presenter control, turn mic on/
off, room-wide muting and unmuting, and lock 
participants from changing mute setting.

Feature-Rich Host Capabilities

Join or run meetings from wherever you are, 
on the device that works best. Hosting and 
presenter capabilities are supported on any 
device that has Bria installed, and participants 
can join either using Bria or a web browser.

Meet on Any Device, Anywhere

Whether on desktop or mobile, participants can 
easily join via Bria, web link or dial in by phone to 
join a conference. 

Conferences That Are Easy to Join

Easily and intuitively share video and content with 
colleagues, customers and peers in up to 1080p 
HD video.

HD Video and Content Sharing

Send and receive instant messages to everyone 
in the group or a single participant in the 
conference.

Group and Private Chat

Video layout, quality and camera selection can 
be changed quickly during a live session.

Personalize Your Virtual Room

The participant list shows other conference 
members who are attending or have recently 
joined or left the session. It also depicts 
voice activity and audio detection below the 
conference member’s avatar.

Check Attendance

Network recording can be set up for the host to 
record both audio and video of the conference. 
The audio portion of a conference can be 
recorded locally by any participantin  
the conference. 

Network and Local Recording 

Designed to meet even the most stringent 
security requirements, all sessions are 
encrypted via TLS and SRTP for securing  
media and audio streams, and HTTPS for 
screen sharing.

Host Secure Meetings

Let’s Start Collaborating
For more information visit www.counterpath.com or 
contact your CounterPath sales representative. 
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Never overbook a virtual conference room 
again! Each user is provided with a dedicated 
virtual meeting room, making it easy to schedule 
meetings on the fly, or recurring meetings, without 
having to check for overbooking.

Dedicated Meeting Room


